
lollies & legends

duration of the show. It was only
when the show travelled to adelaide
that there was any question of the
work: how was it that a person had
ejaculations daily? adelaide is
adelaide!

by 1978 i was living in new york
city. i was invited by melboume
university's ewing and george paton
galleries director, kiffy rubbo, to
send an exhibition from new york. i
sent maga~me pages for the walls
and 3 super 8 movies to be screened.
one i'd made (as a self-portrait), one
was manipulated (it was a fight film
with m. ali and joe frazier which i'd
stipulated should be played back in
slow motion at 6 frames per second
so that the punch became an embrace
and the fight became a dance). the
third film i'd bought at a local sex
shop. it was a gay fuck film and it
was in this show by the process of
nomination which had some

the gallery would be full of these bits
of informatIOn forming a line along
the walls. to my amazement bruce
agreed to the show. i photocopied
small bits of paper with statistical
blank spaces to be filled in and for
one year i kept such a record. some
months into the year i began to think
it ungenerous to the viewer to be so
withholding. i added another page to
each day, describing selected
moments In the third person
singular. a little later i added another
page to each day describing the same
moments in the hrst person singular,
thereby presenting both objective
and subjective observational records
to accompany the factual. to my
surprise when the exhibition was on,
no one objected to the exposed
sexual evidence. i slept in the gallery
for the duration of the show, with a
typewriter near the bed, and
continued these recordings for the
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i've always been a blt jealous of
people who have had a catholic
childhood; the confessional box and
ritual conjure up all sorts of fantastic
situations which stimulate erotic
desire. one could invent scenes and
censor them in their telling,
imagining that on the other side of
darkness there might be someone
g~ttingaroused by these tales.

in 1973 i went to see bruce pollard
with an Idea for an exhIbition. bruce
was the owner of pinacotheca
gallery, in melbourne. the idea was
to exhibit, instead of art, some facts
of life which are basic to survival and
which facilitate the making of art. by
presenting this information as art it
would question many notions of
what is descriptive and prescriptive
in contemporary art practice. for one
year i would record: the number of
daily meals, the number of daily
ejaculations, and the quality of sleep.I
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reference to my interest in systems of
chance as inspired by john cage the
exhibition was called there is no
center.1979.

between 1973 and 1979 much
happened in australia. my early
work had grown out of liberation
esthetics by 1979 feminism was
surfacing with a vengeance. the
quest for voice and identity was
getting organised at grass roots level.
women were beginning to realise the
potential of their empowerment. the
gay fuck film became a pivot. lend an
ear to this: the female projectIOnIst
objected to screening big pricks on
the screen. the vice squad threatened
to come and close the show. the
funding for the gallery would have
been terminated. kIffy and i spoke by
phone and we feared that it was a
no-win situation. do we close the
show? do we censor? i felt the
decision had to be made at the
melboume end and whatever kiffy
decided i would respect. kiffy was a
wonderful curator and her sUIcide
soon after is too sad. the show was
taken off the air, so to speak. it got
some press coverage in truth, a
melboume weekly newspaper of that
time. an artist responded on my
behalf and life went on. the
projectionist went on to become a
prominent curator. she slept with

some friends of mine whom she
won't acknowledge in public. and
every show i see of hers is notable in
how it leaves an emptiness in the
viewer. she's still a twisted sister, i'm
told. and i belIeve it!

in 1990 i came back to australia
and was surprised, to say the least,
by an abundance of adult bookshops,
visible brothels, purple prose and
slash fIction. there was much noise in
daily press about child abuse. i'd
already gone through thIS in the new
york dailies which more or less
concluded that evidence by children
is not totally valid and evidence of
childhood is also subject to vanables.
today there are people out there who
realise it as a form of income.

when i was very young i managed
to get a greek guy who lIved across
the street to put his cock in my
mouth and it was so exciting to feel
his pIece of nature that i kept
hanging around and around,
wanting more. later, i'd found the
hole in the pocket of my local
greengrocer. his brother also had a
hole in his pocket.

we came to australia as displaced
persons from a war-shattered
europe. most of us had no extended
families. our greatest bonds were
with, what translates from yiddish
as, shipbrothers and sisters. i was

twelve and at a bar-mitzvah
reception of a peer from this clan. it
was a social function at a family
house near a beach. i don't remember
how it all happened but some man - i
find it impossible to talk of these
jews as gUYS4 was talking with me
and suggested we go to the beach for
a walk. i took him by the hand,
walked by my parents and theIr
friends and told them where we
were going. next thing i remember
was that he was suckIng my cock
and i was saying to myself it's all
right. he lost his children in a
concentration camp. the greek guy
was more exciting. 1 recently went
back with a camera, hoping to
recapture something. but it didn't
work out. gentrlfication stole the soul
of my chIldhood.

in 1991 i went to see nick
waterlow, at sydney's ivan
dougherty gallery, With an idea for a
show. he thought it might be timely
and we went ahead. it was called tile
phallus and its functions. it was
accompamed by a forum. the media
picked up on it and in the press
release i stressed that the phallus is
not about the penis. it's about how
power operates. the controversial
part of the show was that female and
male artists had equal billing. as the
functions of the phallus is plural, it
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leaves much to the imagination. nick
waterlow had the insight and
political awareness to mvite justice
michael kirby to open the show.
justice kirby presented a wonderful
thirteen page paper which suggested
that we'd come a long way on the
note of pornography, censorshIp and
human rights Issues.

in the year before that show, i'd
been entrapped in a sydney toilet. i
was having a sort of leak with a guy
looking at me. i got hard. i remember
he was hunky and had a medallion
arOlmd his neck. he turned out to be
a cop. i was taken back to his office
and remained quite passive until it
came time to make my statement,
which he was making for me. he
began. I was masturbating he
claimed. i said i was not. when i said
what were you doing looking at my
penis it took a turn. i became a little
louder and began with - is this your
job, looking at penises?· so that his
workmates could hear. it soon
became evident who the pervert was.
i heard no more.

i recently presented an editor of a
respected literary journal with a
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manuscript of poems i'd written
across new york and sydney. he said
that they lacked foreground and
background which i heard as a lack
of foreplay. he asked how come i was
so preoccupied with oral sex. i
thought after that, given the
frontality of my sexual history, why
would I want to write with someone
else's sexual history, or someone
else's race. why, as a jew, would i
want to appear as a non-jew 7 a
person is a person.

ethics has become a key word
across disciplines and situations. i
went to a discussion, as part of
sydney writer's week, between noel
tovey and df. roberta sykes who has
just come out with her new book
called snake cradle. a non-black
person in the audience asked what
can we, as white people, do? haVing
decided that reconciliation, whilst in
the interest of all, is fast becoming a
non·user·friendly term. dr. sykes
responded that although
government is one area of attack and
on a grass roots level we can talk
among ourselves, basically it comes
down to our individual decision as
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to what we can do. gay men were
early to come out of the closet and
soon realised that there are closets
withm closets, as there are issues
within issues when it comes to
pornography and censorship. how is
it that we contmue to censor
ourselves as we do while the medi«
hlls in gaps with vacuities? editmg is
also censoring. as a painter, it is only
on the canvas that i feel free to
expose myself, to express concerns in
my Janguage. it was the australian
contingent in hiv research who got
the brihsh journal lancet to use the
term 'rimming' (oral to anal sex) in
their publication, as we're trying to
manage difference in a multicultural
black and white australla how is it
that anyone class can represent all,
impose rules from a dominant
culture which is no longer dominant
and still speak of people's
empowerment and design for a
future. as a near-elder i say to the
children of my friends, do what you
do, and don't get caught, i trust their
intelligence and ability to create their
own learning experiences. 0
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